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Why are backups important?

A good backup strategy is essential for cyber security.
Backup is the last defence against data loss, providing a
way to restore original data. It has the following advantages:

1. Protecting you in the event of hardware failure, accidental
deletions or disaster;

2. Protecting you against unauthorised changes made by an
intruder;

3. Providing you with a history of an intruder's activities by
looking through archived, older backups.
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Data is the lifeblood of modern businesses and you need to keep it safe and sound. Not only will this help you keep your customers happy and not lose business, you will also avoid potentially devastating fines. With the new General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) no business can let its sensitive files and data go without the appropriate cyber security solutions.During the Phishing and Malware awareness workshops, we have seen just how much damage a cyber attack can cause, so it’s important to have measures in place so if the worst does happen your business can restore and get back up and running as quickly as possible. Use this handy calculator www.capitalmds.com/downtime-calculator to find out just how much business downtime would cost you 



Steps for Backup & Recovery

Step 1
• Plan & prepare

Step 2
• Identify assets & backup requirements

Step 3
• Select & develop backup strategy

Step 4 • Implement & monitor backup strategy

Step 5 • Recovery drill test
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STEP 1: It’s important to plan & carefully prepare. Being able to identify your specific business requirements, will make it easier when it comes to choosing an appropriate backup strategy.STEP 2: The next step is to identify what business information and data needs backed up. This can be tricky as it can be difficult to identify what information and applications are really business critical. It can be tempting to want to back everything up, but remember the more storage you require the more expensive your backup solution will be, so you need to get the right balance.*Speak to your service provider, they should be able to recommend how much storage space you requireSTEP 3: Now you need to decide what backup method you want to utilise. This will primarily be between on premise hardware or a cloud hosted solution. There are benefits & drawbacks to both. STEP 4: An important part of any backup strategy is to monitor it and carry out regular checks that backups have been successful. If you host your backups remotely, your service provider will often carry these checks out as standard but check what their policy is surrounding this, including the procedure for failed backupsSTEP 5: Finally, test how quickly you can recover backups and get up and running again should the worst happen. It’s important to be aware of this as times can vary from hours to days. This may also influence your backup requirements as identified in step 2. 



Backup Methods
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Local Backup – this can involve external hard drives, tapes, USB flash drives and more. The upside here lies in the fact that you can always access these backups even if you have no internet connection. The downside is that they require you to have a person on-site who is experienced in the processes.Off-Site backups – backups over the Internet are excellent for their added cyber security solutions options. Cloud backup also tends to bring along the benefits of the enterprise-level cyber security solutions, sported by data centres. The downside is that you need an active Internet connection to reach your backups. 



WHY YOU SHOULD 
CONSIDER CLOUD 

BACKUP



You should choose cloud backup if:

 You lack a consistent and reliable strategy for backing up
your files.

 You are in need of cyber security solutions that are here
to stay. You set it up and forget it.

 You are not willing to give up on security but want
convenience.

 You need to be able to access your files and data
instantaneously.
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If you answered with yes to any of the above, then you should strongly consider adding a Cloud Backup service to your (hopefully) already long list of cyber security solutions and measures.There is a very good reason for the popularity of cloud backups. They are fast, relatively easy to set up and mostly automatic. They require little to no maintenance on your part and come with their very own set of cyber security solutions already in place. The companies offering these backups tend to have long years of experience in the cyber security solutions field and are fielding the latest equipment that money can buy. No matter what type of solution you think would work best for your business, there are some best practices that Atlas recommend, to make the most of your backup solution.



Best Practices

Use remote storage

Take backups frequently & regularly

Consider retention span

Keep backups encrypted & protected
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A key factor in your backup solution is remote storage. Backing up your data and storing it on the same disk as your original data can be an exercise in futility. Off-site, or at least off-server, backups will remain viable even if your main server is compromised, allowing you to fully recover your data.Prevent loss of your critical data by ensuring backups are taken frequently and on a regular schedule. Determining how often your data is updated can help you create a schedule of how frequently your backups need to be taken. Critical data that is updated constantly will need to be backed up more regularly – even hourly, whereas more static data may only need nightly or weekly backups.After determining the frequency at which you will back your data up, it’s also vital to consider how long you will retain each backup. Keeping every backup indefinitely isn’t feasible simply due to an often limited amount of space. Most backup solutions offer a series of retention schedules, such as keeping hourly and daily backups for a week, weekly backups for a month, and monthly backups for a few months or even years. This type of schedule allows for having multiple, recent backups if a recovery is needed. Certain industries, such as healthcare or finance, will have strict requirements for backup retention.It’s not enough to simply backup your data in an off-site location. Encrypting your backup files is an important step in data security. Backup encryption during storage ensures that your data will be exactly what you expect in the event you need to recover it.



The 3-2-1 Rule

 A 3-2-1 strategy means having at least 3 total copies of
your data, 2 of which are local but on different mediums
and at least 1 copy offsite.

 Having an onsite backup is a great start, but having an
offsite backup is a key component in having a complete
backup strategy.

 A continuously updated copy of your data that’s not in
the same physical location as the other two is paramount
in protecting your files.
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An example of the 3-2-1 rule, could be that you have a company presentation saved on your desktop, lets say it’s named CyberSecurity.pptx. You also have an external hard drive that you use for backing up your computer, as part of this process that external hard drive will back up CyberSecurity.pptx creating a second copy. In addition you also have an online backup solution. This continuously scans your computer & uploads your data offsite to a data centre. CyberSecurity.pptx is included in this upload, and that becomes the third copy of your dataThere is no such thing as a perfect backup system, but the 3-2-1 approach is a great start for the majority of people and businesses. If you view your files as your investment capital, you want to diversify them as much as possible to limit your exposure should the unthinkable happen.For more information about different backup methods and what might work well for you, the Atlas team will be happy to help. Find out about our Cloud Secure range at www.atlas-comms.com/cloud-secure. 



Let everyone know that your business is 
promoting cyber security awareness by 

tweeting @AtlasComms using 
#PoweredByAtlas
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Congratulations you have now completed Atlas Communications range of cyber security workshops!If you have any questions that you cannot answer, email sales@atlas-comms.com and the Atlas team will be happy to help. 
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